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Planning around the lifetime allowance 
Today’s learning objectives 

Delivering better outcomes for clients’ loved ones 

By the end of this session delegates will be able to: 

Delivering better client outcomes 

1 

2 

3 

Understand how the LTA works, the various protection regimes and how 

pensions are valued and tested against the LTA 

Articulate the planning options and key considerations for clients likely to 

be affected by the LTA (during accumulation and at retirement) 

Discuss this subject with a client in a clear and concise way and apply this 

knowledge to appropriate, individual, client scenarios  



Planning around the lifetime allowance 
Today’s agenda 

Delivering better client outcomes 

1 

2 

3 

The lifetime allowance, protection options and BCEs 

Common LTA myths 

LTA planning – in accumulation 

4 LTA planning – at retirement 



Lifetime allowance 
Who is affected? 



Lifetime allowance excess 
Is it a problem? 

My client has an LTA 

problem 

What problem, surely it’s 

a planning opportunity? 



Tax Year Lifetime Allowance 

2006/07 £1.5m 

2007/08 £1.6m 

2008/09 £1.65m 

2009/10 £1.75m 

2010/11 & 2011/12 £1.8m 

2012/13 & 2013/14 £1.5m 

2014/15 to 2015/16 £1.25m 

2016/17 to 2017/18 £1m 

2018/19 £1.03m 

2019/20 £1.055m 

2020/21-2025/26 £1.0731m 

The spring Budget 2021 confirmed the LTA is frozen until April 2026 

  

In 2006/07, a client with a 

£1.5m pension fund would 

have paid no LTA charge. 

 

In 2020/21, 14 years later, a 

client with the same fund and 

no protection could now 

potentially pay an LTA charge 

of £234,795. * 

Standard lifetime allowance  
A changing limit on tax-relieved pension savings 

* (£1,500,000 - £1,073,100) x 55% = 

£234,795 



Lifetime allowance  
A growing advice need – more clients are falling into the tax net 
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Source: HMRC – Personal Pension Statistics, table PEN8 (September 2019) 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf  

  

4,550 people paid 

LTA tax in 2017/18 

 

3,070 of them (67%) 

paid 55% tax 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf


Lifetime allowance  
A growing advice need – a rapidly increasing source of tax revenue 
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  £185m LTA tax was 

paid in 2017/18 

Source: HMRC – Personal Pension Statistics, table PEN8 (September 2019) 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf  

14 x increase in tax take from 2006/07! 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833863/Table_8_Personal_Pensions_Lifetime_Allowance_Statistics.pdf


LTA - the indexed allowance 
When might the LTA exceed £1.8m again? 

CPI 
Year indexed LTA 

exceeds £1.8m* 

1.5% 2060/61 

2.0% 2052/53 

2.5% 2046/47 

3.0% 2043/44 

3.5% 2041/42 

*Assumes current LTA of £1.0731m (2021/22 and frozen until April 2026) then increases by CPI each year 

Assuming CPI of 2% it would take a total of 42 years to exceed the highest ever LTA of £1.8m!” 

2011/12-2052/53 



LTA - who is affected? 
Fund at April 2021 to exceed LTA by pension age 

Years until 

pension age 

Current fund to exceed 

LTA by pension age 

3 £954,000 

5 £882,000 

10 £801,000 

Assumptions 

• No further pension saving takes place after April 2021 

• Fund grows at 4% a year compound (after charges) 

• CPI is 2% a year compound 

• LTA is £1,073,100 (2021/22-2025/26) and then increases by CPI each year 



Lifetime allowance – who is affected? 
Summary - our key messages 

Getting your client’s funds into the right pension, and guiding them through the LTA 
planning maze, is key to delivering the right outcome 

1 

2 

3 

Due to a series of cuts to the LTA this now affects more individuals down 

the wealth scale  

It is critical to understand what benefits can be payable from your clients 

pension arrangements  

An increasing number of individuals are being caught by the LTA 



Myth 4 

 

The penalty for 

exceeding the 

LTA is 55% 

Myth 5 

 

On death, there 

will be another 

LTA test on funds 

in drawdown 

Myth 1 

 

Contributions 

must stop when 

you reach the 

LTA 

Myth 2 

 

There is a tax 

charge to pay as 

soon as the LTA 

is reached 

Myth 3 

 

The LTA tax 

charge is applied 

when you start to 

take benefits 

LTA – dispelling the common myths 



Lifetime allowance – the framework 
BCEs, valuing benefits and LTA tax 



Lifetime allowance tax 
When it’s payable and how much 

• The standard lifetime allowance (LTA) is currently £1,073,100 (2021/22) 

 

• But there’s no tax charge just because a pension fund exceeds the LTA 

 

• Benefits are only tested against the LTA when a benefit crystallisation event (BCE) occurs 

 

• LTA tax only applies when benefits above 100% of the available LTA are crystallised 

 

• The LTA tax charge is: 

 

− 55% on excess savings taken as a lump sum  

 

− 25% (+ income tax) on excess savings used to provide income 



Lifetime allowance – when are benefits tested? 
Benefit crystallisation events (BCE) 

• BCE 1 - Designation of money purchase assets for payment of drawdown pension to individual 

• BCE 2 – Individual becoming entitled to a scheme  pension 

• BCE 3 – Scheme pension in payment increased beyond a permitted margin 

• BCE 4 – Individual becoming entitled to a lifetime annuity (inc. from Drawdown) 

• BCE 5 – Member reaches 75th birthday under DB arrangement without having drawn all the benefits 

• BCE 5A – Member reaches 75th birthday with drawdown pension funds 

• BCE 5B – Member reaches 75th birthday with uncrystallised funds 

• BCE 5C – Designation into Flexi access drawdown on death from uncrystallised funds 

• BCE 5D – Designation into lifetime annuity on death from uncrystallised funds 

• BCE 6 – Member becoming entitled to a relevant lump sum 

• BCE 7 – Relevant lump sum death benefit in respect of members death 

• BCE 8 – Transfer sums or assets so as to become held or represent rights under a QROPS 

• BCE 9 – Certain payments made to or in respect of member 

 

 
 



Lifetime allowance - testing benefits  
How benefits are valued 

• Defined contribution = fund value 

 

• Defined benefits = a single valuation factor of 20:1 for pension to fund value:  
• £53,655 p.a. is the benefit cap from 6 April 2020 (based on the standard LTA of £1.0731m) 

• If lump sum accrued in addition to pension this must be added to 20x total 

 



Lifetime allowance tax 
DC schemes: is the LTA tax charge fair? 

Source: https://comparison.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/Annuity/Quotes 

 

1 April 2021 – Male life and female spouse 3 years younger, both in good health 

https://comparison.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/Annuity/Quotes


Lifetime allowance - testing benefits  
How benefits are valued 

• Defined contribution = fund value 

 

• Defined benefits = a single valuation factor of 20:1 for pension to fund value:  

• £53,655 p.a. is the benefit cap from 6 April 2020 (based on the standard LTA of £1.0731m) 

• If lump sum accrued in addition to pension this must be added to 20x total 

 

• Pre A Day pensions in payment = a single valuation factor of 25:1 

• These benefits are not tested against the LTA themselves, and can never face and LTA tax charge,  

but their value reduces the LTA remaining for post A day benefits. 

• Applied to value of pension in payment at date where first post A day BCE occurs, which by default 

will be age 75 on uncrystallised funds  

 

 



Lifetime allowance – testing benefits 
Pre A Day pensions in payment with post A –Day benefits 

£21,660      

scheme pension 

£32,000      

scheme pension 

April 2006 

June 2014 

25 x £21,660      

£541,000 

25 x £32,000      

£800,000 

36.1% of £1.5m 

LTA used 

64% of £1.25m 

LTA used 

The timing of the first BCE can be critical, especially with a pension in payment that increases every year. 
 

 

A small BCE in April 2006 would have resulted in an additional £348,750 unused LTA in 2014                                     

(63.9% x £1.25m =£798,750 v 36% x £1.25m =£450,000) 



Order of BCEs – DB and DC 
 
What is the impact of the LTA on somebody with both DB and DC benefits and the order they are taken? 

 

Consider an individual who is about to retire with;  

• DB pension of £40,000 p.a. 

• DC fund of £400,000 

• No LTA protection so LTA is £1,073,100 

DB taken first 

• £40,000 x 20 = £800,000 

• Leaves £273,100 LTA  for DC benefits 

• DC excess £126,900 

• LTA charge; 

• £69,795 (if excess taken as lump sum at 55% tax) 

• £31,725 (if excess taken as FAD at 25% tax) 

 



Order of BCEs – DB and DC 
 What is the impact of the LTA on somebody with both DB and DC benefits and the order they are taken? 

Consider an individual who is about to retire with;  

• DB pension of £40,000 p.a. 

• DC fund of £400,000 

• No LTA protection so LTA is £1,073,100 

DC taken first 

• £400,000 of LTA used 

• Leaves £673,100 

• Capital value of DB benefits = £800,000 (£40,000 x 20) 

• Excess fund = £126,900 (£800,000 - £673,100) 

• Tax charge payable = £31,725 (£126,900 x 25%) 

• Reduction to pension = £1,586 (£31,725 / 20) 

• Reduced DB pension payable = £38,414 p.a. (£40,000 - £1,586) 



Order of BCEs – DB and DC 
 
The initial comparison appears to be between; 

 

• DB pension of £40,000 p.a. and FAD pot of £368,275 or; 

• FAD pot of £400,000 and DB pension of £38,414 p.a. 

 

Other considerations? 

 

• DC pot - was it personal contributions or employer contributions? Might not want to suffer a tax 

charge on personal contributions. 

 

• DB scheme - what is the cash commutation factor? Can it be improved to 25% max and does this 

reduce the LTA valuation? 

 

• What age do they want to access money? What are early/late retirement factors on DB scheme? 

 

• How important is a guaranteed income?  

 

• Death benefits under the DB scheme? 



Lifetime allowance 
Transitional protection 

Various transitional protection regimes provide different LTA levels 

 

• 2006 – Primary Protection (£1.8+ LTA enhancement factor) 

• 2006 – Enhanced Protection (no LTA) 

• 2012 – Fixed Protection (£1.8m) 

• 2014 -  Fixed Protection (£1.5m)  

• 2014 – Individual Protection (Above £1.25m - £1.5m) 

• 2016 – Fixed Protection (£1.25m)  

• 2016 -  Individual Protection (Above £1m - £1.25m)  

• Plus various PCLS protections! 



Lifetime allowance protection 
Fixed/ Individual Protection 2016  

• There is no application deadline 

• Applications are made online - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/pension-schemes-protect-your-lifetime-

allowance 

• Protection will apply retrospectively from 6 April 2016 

• Any BCE that has taken place after 6 April 2016 needs to be reworked based on the client’s 

protected amount - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/pension-schemes-newsletter-82-

november-2016/pension-schemes-newsletter-82-november-2016 

• Schemes are only obliged to provide values for IP16 purposes if the request is made before 6 April 

2020     

• Unlike previous LTA protections, there are no confirmation certificates, just a protection reference 

number i.e. IP16123456789B   

• If an eligible individual dies without having applied, their personal representatives can still make an 

application if the deceased met the qualifying criteria   
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Loss of LTA protection 
Over 12,000 people have informed HMRC they have lost LTA protection 
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Total 6,069 2,228 3,063 878 

Source: HMRC Freedom of Information request  by A J Bell       

How many accidentally 

failed to opt-out of their 

workplace scheme? 



Loss of LTA protection – ‘genuine errors’ 
Gary Hymanson v HMRC [2018] UKFTT 667 

• Gary Hymanson claimed that he had accidentally failed to cancel a direct debit to his pension 

scheme which, HMRC argued, should void his £1.8m lifetime allowance fixed protection. 
 

• The First-Tier Tribunal found the taxman’s decision to revoke Mr Hymanson’s fixed protection 

was unreasonable, and directed that it be reinstated 
 

• While HMRC argued Mr Hymanson’s failure to cancel his standing order should render his 

fixed protection certificate worthless, Judge Philip Gillett ruled the accidental nature of the 

breach meant the protection remained valid 
 

• Until now the extent to which ‘genuine error rules’ could apply where savers mistakenly break 

these rules has not been explored 
 

• This ruling does not automatically mean that any taxpayer who overpaid on a fixed protection 

certificate is protected 

 

 



LTA excess  
Planning options 

Does the client have any existing transitional protection? 

• If so, which version? 
 

Has the client had relevant benefit accrual since 6 April 2016? 

• Not paid contributions to any DC arrangement since 6 April 2016? 

• Benefits in DB arrangements have not increased above permitted limit? 

• If not, then it is still possible to apply for fixed protection 2016 
 

It may also be possible to apply for individual protection 2016 if the clients fund was in excess of 

£1m on 5 April 2016 
 

Care with DB transfers 

• Enhanced transfers will result in the loss of enhanced protection or any form of fixed protection 

• It is only possible to transfer up to the “appropriate limit” in order to retain enhanced protection 
 

 

 



Lifetime allowance excess – planning options? 
Summary - our key messages 

Getting your client’s funds into the right pension, and guiding them through the LTA 
planning maze, is key to delivering the right outcome 

1 

2 

3 

Is It still possible to apply for the fixed protection 2016 if the client hasn’t had 

relevant benefit accrual since April 2016 

It may also be possible to apply for individual protection 2016 if a client had a 

fund in excess of £1 million as at April 2006 

Does the client have any existing transitional protection, if so, which one? 



Legal and regulatory information 
Any advice you give is your responsibility 

This presentation is based upon Standard Life’s understanding of UK law and 

HM Revenue & Customs practice in the UK as at April 2020.  

• Tax and legislation are likely to change. Tax treatment depends on individual circumstances. 

• This presentation is designed as educational support for authorised advisers and should not be relied 

upon by anyone else. 

 

• No guarantees are given regarding the effectiveness of any arrangements entered into on the basis of 

this presentation. 

• This content provides a suggested approach only – other approaches may be equally suitable. Every 

client’s circumstances will be different and require advice. 

• The value of investments can go down as well as up, and could be worth less than originally invested. 

Standard Life accepts no responsibility for advice which may be formulated  

on the basis of this presentation. Any advice you give is your responsibility. 


